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"I. Geographical background

Rwanda, "the country.of a thousand, hills" is located between

latitude^ l°04; and 2°51 south and longitudes 23°53 and 3ob53 east. It
covers a1surface area of 26,338 sq km and is generally high, every part
of--the country being at an altitude over 1,000 m, which offsets the
latitude.

Rwanda therefore enjoys a very pleasant climate which is much . ,

different from the equatorial climate. Rwanda is land-locked. Its
neighbours are Uganda to the north, the United Republic of Tanzania to
the east, Burundi "to the south and Zaire to the west. The nearest seaport,
Mombasa in Kenya, is some l,75O kilometres away from Kigali,, the' capital,.
That distance poses serious problems to the achievement of development :.
objectives not to mention problems of defining and according priority to
those objectives.' Before referring to:the mineral resources that haye
been more or less identified, an overview of the country•s mining potential
will be given .

II. PROSPECTING AND RESERVES..

II.1. Geological background

The territory of Rwanda is composed of Precambrian basement with, in

particular, dutcrops of Burundian, 700 to 1,300 million years old. A

geological map has been made of the entire country to a scale of, 1:100,000,
Granite is the most widely occurring rock and also the most interesting in

that cassite-rite, colombo-tantalite and ferberite mineralizations are
usually connected with granite.

XI72 ■""Prospecting

Prospecting is conducted by the Societe des mines du Rwanda (SOMIRWA)

within,,its concessions and prospecting areas. For more than ten years, a
UNDP mineral survey project has been working in the country using to date

geological and strategic geo-chemical methods. Some interesting features
have been identified and it is believed that it would be possible in the
near future to proceed to a tactical stage in certain areas.

s. Bureau de Recherches Geologiques. et Minieres (BRGK - France)

is also working on another part of the country in conjunction with the

Rwandese Geological Survey Department. That operation is .still at the

strategic stage also. However, a few geo-chemical anomalies have been
identified.

11 . 3 . Reserves

In Rwanda, prospecting is mainly for ores known to exist in Rwanda

such as cassiterite, ferberite, colombo-tantalite and gold either in

order to find new deposits or to evaluate the extent of deposits being
mined. Prospecting for other minerals such as uranium, lead and zinc

have to date; revealed only indices. Only the reserves of cassiterite
and ferberite were estimated in 1975.
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the mining industry would come to an end The ' f^l*™* "!" raiSed that
were based-on estimates of reserves that'««V "" ^ SU°h alarms
ldea °* reserves is tied up Bl""r ' "'« " n° "a* "»•!• Indeed, the
cut-off grade. The reserve'estimates alsnH 2* "h±Ch deteral"e the
investigation which is in turn a factor «? ^P °" th6 degree °f
expenditure accepted. Importers commit th the,technical competence and
evaluating reserves only o e '" I" tO the COSts °f
a number of years, and generally ^"""^^r"^0" ""'

^;:j ePo:its rittLLvt , g has «•-
extension of primary deports It is IL T" "b°Ut. the d6pth and the
size of a go6d number of deposits often ^ "Ot surPrisin9 that the
point wou.ld b« the Hutongolin'd'e^o"t^rrr"'"10"5- *

DATE

--

1 January 1945

1946-1956

1 January 1957

1-957-1960

1' January 1961

ESTIMATED RESERVES
■ ■ ■— —

(in tonnes)

6 ,700

PRODUCTION

5,796

13,690

8,365

2,317

s N:r:tneie:r thr;T —
reserve eStimates need to b re ■ ' i ******° example shows that
might be" discovered, treated with caution. Then again, new deposits

III. EXPLOITATION AND PRODUCTION

^and^iniralir^iormap ^
the minerals are exploited by artLan,
Conventional gravity n „ a ! k "I °n

envil9LC:r:r:r

cassiterite and ,erberite

*** M*"' In most
»««i.-l."S;du.»trial basis.

l. Mine operators

The Rwanda Mines Company (SOMIRWA) i * t-h«
It was created by nierqino auch rl ? minxng concessionaire
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"owin/often^o th?t ^ ^ • C°mpan* itselfowing orten to .the characteristics of the
or no mechanization

people with another l,5O0 working for 90 subcontractors!

Year

1974:
1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

SnO?,

2044

2084

2180

2239.5

2138

1910

ii — . ..

WO

510

755

825

836

714

7.3 2

Nb - Ta Beryl Au

(in tonnes)

74

46

45

64

54

47

53

18

46

68

80

86

29,127.70

62,718.90

34,956.54

14,693.08

111 . 2 . Control of Mining operations

pi..bi\heIrX«ltnOWVaCt ^^ relations between the State and enter
pises by their very natures r,on:«times develop into conflicts The
sovereignty ox states over their mineral resources is a principle that no

br'rf' ?-<*:»■?»-«»«««"* resources generate income which should

:a .i?y ^ ura?es research and investment in general and
at the same time discourages plundering and wastage of resources
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operations at the administrative level and to t*v« +*
and financial measures This is wh^\-H» necessary fiscal

enterprises

the targets set might remain dead letters.

IV. DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES OF " THE MINING INDUSTRY IN RWANDA

IV. 1. The mining industry's role within the economy

Year 1972 1973 197i 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

% of mining

products in 36.1 21.6 16.8 18.5 9 8 ft
exports, at •

f.o.b. prices

197.Sha^ °f atniUg <?roducts ln exports was always over 30 per cent before
1973.. Their share fell off at a constant rate after 1976 owing to the
improvement and even the boom in the price of coffee (1977-1971) which is

in 197afr exn°i9t75f ^"^" . (Menti- «*°uld *>e made of the production drop
P:hi:n;a:s/:^s^sf^1

nMhJ°fiS end' the 1"7-1981 five-year development plan contains a
number of prograr.nas to bo carr;1.- -". cut:

Replacement of production equipment because most existing installations
ax e outdated.

- Intensification of prospecting for minerals.

Conduct rainerallurgical studies to improve recovery rates
Establishment of a metallurgical industry (a tin smelter is being
bunt). ores have to date been exported in the form of concentrates

improvement of working conditions. 6Si

. Development of new resources (methane gas, peat, precious stones ai,d -
others) .

Substantial investments have already been made in each of these areas
but the expected results have not yet been achieved. Mii.eral pro

duction in particular has fallen short of expectations but that does
not mean that by the end of the programmes results will necessarily
be negative. They will be evaluated in the near future.
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Finally, machineries have recently been defined to organize

independent SOMIRWA artisans, Such machineries are designed to increase
production and guarantee cutlets, to improve v?orking conditions and

promote employment. The establishment of such machineries would require

about RF 100,000 - approximately $US 1 million for a period of five years.
Financing has not yet been found.

IV.2. Review of. major objectives

.It is often difficult to accord;an order of priority to objectives

and even more so to attain them since it is impossible to foresee economic
, and political trends over any length of time. :

In the interdependent world of today, the attainment of an objective

set j,n,pne country depends also on the situation prevailing in other

countries. That, however, cannot prevent countries from setting targets

all the same as long as they revise them as and when necessary. Rwaada.
has set itself the following objectives: ■

(a) Ensuring that geo-scientific studies are conducted

In this context, geological, metallogenic, minerallurgical and mining

surveys are being conducted with the assistance inter alia of UNDP and

such friendly countries as Belgium, France and Austria.

(b) Increasing production ■ . . .■-■■-■■■■

The strategies are defined in the: five-year plan mentioned above.
Ways are also being sought to organize independent artisans as mentioned
earlier.

(c) Improving control of mining operations

... .Rwanda has no skilled personnel in several areas, particularly in
mining and geology. Plans have been made to design training for new

specialists and to encourage further training of those already on the job.

The gradual replacement of expatriates by Rwandese cadres is also a set

objective. The process of filling technical positions with Rwandese has
already started and hopes are that such cadres will gradually move up to
occupy management positions without any major problem. "

. Well-thought out legislation and regulations are valuable tools for

directing.and controlling fining activities in the interest of both the
host country and foreign investors. Indeed, mining can properly.be managed
only within a well-defined legal framework, which is allowed to function
and suited to the times. The legal system would have to be both stable
and dynamic . ■ .
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V. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

of the concession. and after the expiry

may be
lastlng four

«... need to

licence. Vary in accordance with the type of

Royalties levied on surface rights: -

Tax on value estimated at the pithead:

duty is pald

She expected impact of that levy is therefore to;

However, a

"

is proven.

Export duty:

P"-P-ctlo» does nof turn into

ras" SSCUrlng * ^as soon as the .deposit

Miscellaneous duties:

taxe,.
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Rwanda's investment code sets forth a number of advantages for mining

enterprises in accordance with the type of operation. Those include duty-

free imports and/or exports, certain reductions and the system of other

agreed benefits, stabilization of taxes, levies, consultations and fiscal

duties and fees.

VI. NEED FOR BILATERAL AND/OR MULTILATERAL CO-OPERATION

In order to develop its natural resources, Rwanda obviously needs

the assistance of industrialized and developing countries. The role played

by such international agencies as UNDP is also of capital importance.

Mention should be made of another type of co-operation. This refers

to co-operation among neighbouring countries. For example, within the

context of the Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL)
Burundi, Rwanda and Zaire are considering the possibility of exploiting

the methane gas from Lake Kivu.

Rwanda also supports the establishment of a multinational Mineral

Resources Development Centre in the Central African subregion as described

in the report On an ECA survey conducted in 1978. That Centre would play

a role in several areas including: Exchange of experience, publications

and the like among countries; Geological correlations and synthesis of

geological, geophysical and mining data; Specialized laboratory identifi

cation, ore processing and manpower training services; Advice on some

projects.

Kigali, 4 September, 1980




